
PADM 5302 

MIDTERM EXAMINATION  

Due in D2L on or before February 22, 2017 

Dr. Neubauer 

 

Note: this examination is intended to align with the first two course learning objectives, as follows: 

 

Program course objective 1: To explain common budgetary processes.  

 

Program course objective 2: To anticipate the behaviors of actors based upon their self-perceived 

interests and powers in a modern democracy.  

 

Instruction: Complete this assignment and put in D2L on or before the due date. Write carefully and 

formally. Use clear paragraph structure as indicated in the questions. Put your name on your work. 

Number your answers in order. It is not necessary to repeat the questions. 

 

1. Identify and “walk though” all the usual stages/phases in budget process,  identifying the major 

players (by branch of government) at each phase. Begin with the proposal of a budget and end with the 

auditing of the previous year’s activities at the agency level.  What is the likely participation of high-level 

public administrators in an agency, “along the way?”  You may use sources with appropriate citation in 

APA style, but you must not directly quote them.  Answer in your own words. (three to five paragraphs) 

 

2. Watch this video of a hearing in the Senate of the Congress of the United States in which 

Committee Chair Senator Ten Cruz challenges NASA Administrator Charles Bolton regarding the budget 

of NASA historically and going forward.  

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8A6q6eGM_Aw 

 

What is the underlying “argument” here? In other words, this is not just about the money. What is that 

about “underneath?” (one paragraph) What is Senator Cruz’s “agenda?” In other words, what is the 

political issue that drives his line of questions and statements? (one paragraph). In your opinion, in the 

video (which is real), does Charles Bolton effectively and tactfully represent the long-term interests of 

NASA, the agency he administers? Explain your opinion. (one or more paragraphs) 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8A6q6eGM_Aw

